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Abstract. Some of the observed bursts of X-rays/Gamma-rays associated with supernovae
(SNe) as well as very luminous SNe may result from the breakout of the SN shock from an opti-
cally thick wind surrounding the progenitor. We show that in such scenarios a collisionless shock
necessarily forms during the shock breakout. An intense non-thermal flash of � 1 MeV gamma
rays, hard X-rays and multi-TeV neutrinos is produced simultaneously with and following the
typical soft X-ray breakout emission, carrying similar or larger energy than the soft emission.
The non-thermal flash is detectable by current X-ray telescopes and may be detectable out to
10’s of Mpc by km-scale neutrino telescopes.
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1. Introduction
One of the most exciting, relatively recent, developments in the study of SNe, is the as-

sociation with type Ib/c SNe of bursts of hard X-rays/γ-rays, lasting for tens to thousands
of seconds (e.g. Galama et al. 1998, Hjorth et al. 2003, Malesani et al. 2004, Campana
et al. 2006, Soderberg et al. 2008, Vergani et al. 2010).

What are these bursts? A list of the confirmed associations, including some of the
main observable properties of the bursts, is given in table 1. Perhaps the most important
feature of these bursts is that they are different from one another by several orders of
magnitude in energy, time scale and rate. In addition, most of these bursts must be very
rare compared to SNe. To allow a rough estimation of the typical rates, the volume in
which each of these bursts was detected is provided in the 4th column of the table. With
the exception of SN1998bw and SN2008D, 100-10000 type Ibc SNe have occurred in each
of these volumes within the typical 10 yr lifetime of the relevant γ-ray detectors (assuming
a conservative low rate of SNe Ibc of 10−5Mpc−3yr−1) with only ∼ 1 X-ray/gamma-ray
event. The extremely bright radio afterglow of SN1998bw, implies that this too is a rare
event (e.g. Soderberg et al. 2010). The only exception left is the burst associated with
2008D, which could be common among Ib SNe (e.g. Mazzali et al. 2008).

The huge differences in energy, time scale and rate of these events implies that the
physical processes involved in different bursts may be very different. In particular, the
exciting fact that the burst properties of SN2003dh are similar to cosmological gamma-
ray bursts (GRBs) does not imply that the other (much weaker and common) events are
related to cosmological GRBs.

It has long been suggested that an intense burst of soft X-ray radiation is expected to
be emitted at the initial phases of every SN explosion, once the radiation mediated shock
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Table 1. ‘GRB/XRF’-SNe

SNe d [Mpc] Detector’s FOV [deg2 ] Vob s = FOV×d3 /3[Mpc3 ] Eγ , i s o [erg] T [s]

1998bw 40 8002 3 × 103 1048 30

2003dh 700 50003 3 × 108 3 × 1052 30

2003lw 500 804 106 1050 30

2006a j 140 40005 106 5 × 1049 2000

2008D 30 0.166 0.3a 1046 200

2010bh 250 40005 107 1050 2000

Notes:
1 Data taken from Fan et al. (2011), except for SNe 2008D which is taken from Soderberg et al. (2008)
Burst detected by 2 BeppoSax, 3 HETE-II, 4 Integral, 5 Swift-BAT, 6 Swift-XRT
a This small volume does not represent the rate since there are � 1 galaxies on average within this volume,
while the detector is focused on galaxies most of the time

reaches the edge of the star (e.g. Colgate 1974, Falk et al. 1978). It is natural to study the
possibility that some of these events are related to such breakouts and several such claims
have been made based on the bursts properties (e.g. Kulkarni et al. 1998, Campana et al.
2006, Soderberg et al. 2008). If detected, the properties of the shock breakout burst allow
a robust determination of important progenitor properties including its radius.

The main challenge to the association of these events with the predicted properties of
shock breakouts is that their spectrum is much harder than expected. The spectrum
of typical shock breakouts is expected to be soft, sharply declining beyond a few hundreds
of eV’s (e.g. Falk et al. 1978, Ensman & Burrows 1991, Matzner & Mckee 1999), in
contrast to the observed hard spectrum extending to multi-keV energies in all of the
observed bursts.

This concern is relaxed by the results of radio and X-ray afterglow observations on
scales of days-months which showed the presence of fast material Γβ � 0.2− 1, carrying
energies similar to the burst energies. At these inferred fast shock velocities, departure
from equilibrium may imply very high electron temperatures, reaching tens or hundreds
of keV (Weaver 1976, Katz et al. 2010) which naturally account for the hard spectra.
Note that the large amount of energy carried by very fast (Γβ ∼ 1) ejecta (with the
exception of SN2008D) poses a challenge in itself to SNe explosion models. SN2008D,
which does not suffer the latter problem and could be a relatively common phenomenon
among SNe, is a particularly appealing shock breakout candidate.

A second challenge is that the progenitor radius inferred from the breakout interpreta-
tion, R ≈ 1012(Eγ /1047 erg)1/2β−1/2 cm (e.g. Matzner & McKee 1999, Katz et al. 2012),
is larger than the expected radius R � 1011 cm of WR progenitors believed to produce
Ibc SNe, which agrees with inferred radii from followup UV and optical observations (e.g.
Campana et al. 2006, Soderberg et al. 2008, Rabinak & Waxman 2011).

If the star is surrounded by a sufficiently optically thick shell of circumstellar matter
(CSM), e.g. a high density wind, the breakout occurs within the shell at radii much larger
than the progenitor and may solve this problem. Several observed γ-ray/X-ray flashes
associated with SNe have been suggested to be such cases (Tan et al. 2001, Campana
et al. 2006, Soderberg et al. 2008).

Breakout outbursts of slower shocks, vsh ∼ 0.03c, have been suggested to account
for strong optical/UV transients (Ofek et al.2010) and very luminous SNe (e.g. Quimby
et al. 2007, Smith et al. 2007, Miller et al. 2009). In order to explain the high energy
(reaching 1051 erg) emitted in these SNe, CSM parameters were suggested such that the
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diffusion time scale through the CSM is comparable to the dynamical time scale, R/vsh
(e.g. Quimby et al. 2007, Smith et al. 2007b, Moriya et al. 2011, Chevalier & Irwin 2011,
contribution to this proceedings by T. Moriya). If true, the observed emission is, by
construction, the breakout outburst from the CSM.

Following breakout, the radiation mediated shock is expected to become a collision-
less shock, leading to the emission of gamma-rays and neutrinos (e.g. Waxman & Loeb
2001). In the absence of a (significant) wind, the small mass of the shell shocked by the
collisionless shock implies that only a small fraction, � 10−2 , of the breakout energy is
converted to such high energy radiation. Moreover, the formation of a collisionless (or
collisional) shock is controversial (e.g. Klein & Chevalier 1978, Epstein 1981, Sapir et al.
2011), since the light shell may be accelerated to sufficiently high velocity by the escaping
radiation.

In this letter we show that if the progenitor is surrounded by an optically thick CSM,
e.g. a dense wind, a collisionless shock is necessarily created during the breakout, and that
an energy comparable to or greater than the breakout energy is emitted by quasi-thermal
particles in high energy (� 50 keV) photons, and by accelerated protons in high energy
(�1 TeV) neutrinos. The latter is an extension of the study of high energy emission from
the interaction of the ejecta with a dense optically thin CSM (Murase et al. 2010).

2. Formation of a collisionless shock
Consider for simplicity a piston moving with a constant velocity v = 109 cm sec−1 v9

through an optically thick fully ionized hydrogen wind with a density profile

ρ(r) =
c

v

mp

σT Rbr
(r/Rbr)−2 , (2.1)

where Rbr = 1014R14 cm is a normalization parameter with dimensions of length. A
shock propagates ahead of the piston with velocity vsh ∼ v. As long as the optical depth
across the shock transition region, ∆τ ,sh ∼ c/v, is much smaller than the optical depth
of the system, ∆τ = (c/v)Rbr/r, the post-shock radiation is confined. Once the shock
reaches r ∼ Rbr, the width of the shock becomes comparable to the size of the system
and a significant fraction of the post-shock energy can be emitted during one dynamical
time scale, Rbr/v. This emission is the breakout outburst discussed above.

The material lying ahead of the piston must be accelerated to velocities approaching
v by some process. At large optical depth, where the radiation mediated shock is sus-
tained, the radiation accelerates the material by Compton scattering off the electrons.
The maximal velocity to which a fluid shell can be accelerated by this process is given
by

vmax =
Eγ /c

4πr2

σT

mp
, (2.2)

where Eγ =
∫

Lγ dt is the radiation energy emitted through the fluid shell and r is its
initial position. This maximum velocity is achieved if all of the flowing photons move
radially and the shell does not expand considerably during the passage of the radiation.
In this case, a fraction σT /(4πr2) of the momentum Eγ /c carried by the radiation is
transferred on average to each proton.

Eγ is limited by the thermal energy accumulated in the post shock region which, in
turn, is limited by 0.5M(r)v2 , where M(r) = 4π(c/κv)Rbrr is the wind mass inward
of r. Using equation (2.2) an upper limit for vmax, vmax < 0.5(Rbr/r)v, is obtained.
This implies that beyond a radius of 0.5Rbr the shock can no longer be mediated by
radiation and must be transformed into a collisional or a collisionless shock. Since the
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ion plasma frequency, ωp = (4πρe2/m2
p)

1/2 ∼ 109v
−1/2
9 R

−1/2
14 sec−1 , is many orders of

magnitudes larger than the ion Coulomb collision rate per particle, νC = ρσC v/mp ∼
2 × 10−2R−1

14 v−4
9 sec−1 (e.g. Waxman & Loeb 2001), the shock will be collisionless, i.e.

mediated by collective plasma instabilities.

3. Emission from thermal electrons.
The collisionless shock heats the protons on a time scale of ω−1

p to a temperature
roughly given by

Tp ∼ 3
16

mpv
2 ∼ 0.4v2

9mec
2 ∼ 0.2v2

9 MeV. (3.1)

The electron temperature depends on the unknown amount of collisionless heating. A
lower limit for the electron temperature can be obtained by assuming that there is no
collisionless heating.

The collisional heating rate of the electrons due to Coulomb collisions with the protons
is given by

−dTp

dt
=

dTe

dt
≈ λep

√
2
π

me

mp
Tp(

Te

mec2 )−3/2ndσT c, (3.2)

where λep = 30λep,1.5 is the Coulomb logarithm and it was assumed that Te/(mec
2) �

Tp/(mpc
2). The fastest possible cooling source for thermal electrons is Inverse Compton

(IC) scattering of the local radiation field, which carries a significant fraction εγ � 1 of
the post shock energy and is given by

dTe

dt
= −2

3
4Te

mec2 σT cUγ , (3.3)

where Uγ = εγ ndTd is the photon energy density and nd is the shocked material proton
density. Assuming Uγ � ndTp (equivalently, εγ � 1) we find

Te

mec2 � 0.6
(

me

mp
λe/εγ

)2/5

⇒ Te � 60 keVλ
2/5
ep,1.5 . (3.4)

The time it takes the protons to lose a significant fraction of their energy (which is of
the order of the total available energy) is

tp = Tp

(
dTp

dt

)−1

� 0.6
(

λep
me

mp

)−2/5

ε−3/5
γ (ndσT c)−1

∼ 3λ−2.5
ep,1.5ε

−3/5
γ (ndσT c)−1 . (3.5)

The proton cooling time is thus much shorter than the dynamical time Rbr/v = (c/v)2/
(nσT c), where n = ρ/mp is the proton number density in the pre-shocked region and
is smaller than nd by the compression factor. This is not surprising. While the shock is
radiation mediated, radiation energy equal to the mechanical energy is generated on each
shock crossing time scale. At breakout, the shock crossing time scale equals the dynamical
scale and radiation with energy density comparable to the total energy density must be
generated during the dynamical time scale. In fact, since the electron temperature is
higher than that expected in a corresponding radiation mediated shock, the emission
efficiency is even higher.

The shock is strongly radiative and the energy is efficiently converted to radiation.
The typical photon energies are expected to be of the same order of magnitude as the
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electron energies, i.e. � 60 keV. The calculation of the emitted spectrum is beyond the
scope of this paper. We note that since the initial photon energies are much lower (∼ 1 eV
assuming equilibrium) we expect that the spectrum hardens continuously with time and
that on the breakout time scale, significant emission is likely emitted at all intermediate
energies.

We conclude that gamma-rays/hard X-rays will be emitted with total energy compa-
rable to that of the breakout energy

Eγ =
4πR2

br

σT
mpcv ∼ 1049v9R

2
14 erg (3.6)

on a time scale similar to the breakout time t ∼ R/v ∼ 1R14v
−1
9 d with typical luminosity

Lγ ∼ 1045R14v
2
9 erg sec−1 . (3.7)

When the shock expands, it will remain radiative beyond Rbr and the total emitted
energy, integrated over longer time scales, may be significantly larger than that of the
breakout energy.

4. Accelerated protons: Non-thermal emission energy.
Relativistic particles (CRs) accelerated in the collisionless shock that forms due to

the collision of the SN ejecta with dense interstellar material may emit high energy
gamma rays and neutrinos due to the interaction with the dense material (Murase et al.
2010). The collisionless shock that was shown above to be produced during breakout
from a dense wind is a constrained example of such interaction and may be a source of
detectable high energy neutrinos and gamma rays. Here we focus on the emission from
accelerated protons and their products. In what follows it is assumed that the accelerated
protons carry a fraction εC R = 0.1εC R,−1 of the post shock energy and have a flat power
law energy distribution, ε2dn/dε ∝ ε0 .

The cooling time of a relativistic accelerated proton due to inelastic pp collisions is
roughly given by

tpp = (0.2(ρ/mp)σppc)−1 = 5
σT

σpp

(v

c

)2 Rbr

v

∼ 0.1v2
9
Rbr

v
. (4.1)

Hence, for slow enough shock velocities, v/c � 0.1, protons accelerated at breakout
efficiently convert their energy to neutrinos, gamma-rays and pairs by pion production
and decay (and muon decay). In this section we restrict the discussion to v/c � 0.1.
For such shock velocities, the amount of energy emitted by relativistic protons during
breakout is expected to be roughly a fraction εC R of the energy emitted by the thermal
particles. Using Eq. (3.6) we have ENon−thermal ∼ 1048εC R,−1R

2
14v9 erg.

At later stages, tppv/r grows linearly with r, and as long as it is smaller than unity,
the energy converted into pions increases linearly with the accumulated mass. The radius
rpp at which the proton energy loss time is equal to the dynamical time, tppv/rpp = 1, is

rpp ∼ 10v−2
9 Rbr . (4.2)

Beyond this radius, the fraction of energy converted to pions drops like 1/r (tpp ∝ ρ−1 ∝
r2 while the available energy increases linearly with r) implying a logarithmic increase
in the total emitted energy. Given that in reality, v(r) is slowly declining, the total
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contribution to the non thermal fluence from r > rpp is of order unity compared to
fluence produce up to this radius. The total emitted energy is therefore given by

ENon−thermal ∼ 1049εCR ,−1R
2
14v

−1
9 erg. (4.3)

4.1. Accelerated protons: Maximal proton energy.
The maximal proton energy is limited by the time available for acceleration which is the
shorter of the dynamical time and energy loss time. The acceleration time depends on the
unknown magnetic field value and the loss time depends on the unknown target photon
energy distribution. Nevertheless, we next demonstrate that protons are very likely to be
accelerated to at least multi-TeV energies.

Assuming Bohm diffusion, the acceleration time to energy ε is given by

tacc =
ε

(v/c)2eBc
∼ 2 × 10−7 εTeV

ε
1/2
B v

3/2
9 R

1/2
14

Rbr

v
, (4.4)

where B is the post shock magnetic field and εB = B2/(8πρv2) is roughly the fraction
of postshock energy carried by it. For TeV CRs, the acceleration time is thus much
shorter than the dynamical time and the pp energy loss time. For protons in the range
10 − 1000 TeV the strongest possible cooling mechanism is photo-production of pions,
with cooling time

tpγ = (0.2nγ σpγ c)−1 � 5
σT

σpγ

hνγ

mpc2

Rbr

v
, (4.5)

where nγ (hνγ ) is the target photon number density (typical energy) and we conservatively
assumed that nγ = ρv2/(hνγ ). Photo-production of pions occurs if the proton energy is
higher than the threshold, ∼ mπ mpc

4/(hνγ ) ∼ 0.13(hνγ / MeV)−1 TeV. The possible
presence of many ∼ 1 MeV photons implies that photo-production may be important
for 1 TeV protons. Photo production is not important if the target photons have ∼ 1 eV
energies, as assumed in (Murase et al. 2011). Given the constraint nγ � ρv2/(hνγ ), the
strongest losses for protons of energy ε = εTeV TeV occurs for target photons having a
typical energy of hνγ ∼ mπ mpc

4/ε ∼ 0.13 MeVε−1
TeV . Using this in Eq. (4.5) we obtain

tpγ � 1ε−1
TeV

Rbr

v
. (4.6)

Comparing Eq. (4.6) to Eq. (4.4) we conclude that acceleration to multi TeV energies is
possible for εB � 10−13v−3

9 R−1
14 ε4

TeV , implying that reaching energies well above 1 TeV
is very likely.

We verified that proton CRs do not suffer significant losses due to Inverse Compton
and Synchrotron emission during the acceleration time, and that the resulting pions and
muons do not suffer significant energy losses due to these processes before decaying.
Finally, note that the maximal proton energy is increasing with radius since the ratio
of proton acceleration time to dynamical time is independent of radius (tacc ∝ B−1 ∝
ρ−1/2 ∝ r) while the ratio of all the loss times to the dynamical time decreases with
radius.

4.2. Accelerated protons: Multi TeV neutrinos.
Roughly a third of the non thermal energy Eq. (4.3) will be emitted in muon neutrinos
(and anti-neutrinos) and a significant fraction of this energy may be emitted beyond
TeV energies. In the neutrino energy range of one to hundred TeV, the effective area for
muon neutrinos of a Cherenkov neutrino detector like IceCube is increasing linearly with
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energy, approximately as 10−6εTeVA, where A = 1010A10 cm2 is the geometrical cross-
section of the detector. The number of muons induced by one to hundred TeV neutrinos
is therefore independent of the neutrino spectrum in this range and is given by

Nµ ∼ 5
Eνµ ,1−100TeV/1051 erg

(d/100 Mpc)2 ∼ 1
εp,−1R

2
15

v9(d/100 Mpc)2 (4.7)

where d is the distance to the SN and where we optimistically assumed that 1/3 of the
non thermal emission, Eq. (4.3), is in multi TeV neutrinos.

4.3. Accelerated protons: Gamma-rays.
High energy gamma-rays and pairs with energies reaching multi TeV energy will be
generated with a comparable rate to that of the neutrinos. The pairs will emit further high
energy gamma-rays by Inverse Compton interactions with the radiation field. Emission
below ∼ 1 MeV will be mixed with the emission from the thermal electrons. Emission
at a photon energy hν � MeV may be suppressed by the large optical depth for pair
creation, which depends on the density of photons with energies above the pair production
threshold hνT � mec

2/(hν).
An upper limit to the optical depth for pair creation at a given photon energy, hν, can

be obtained by using the fact that the total energy density of photons of any frequency
is smaller than ρv2 . Assuming that the energy of photons per unit logarithmic frequency
does not exceed ε0.1 ×10% of ρv2 , and focusing on the radius 10Rbr at which the protons
are still efficiently cooled (for v ∼ 109 cm sec−1 , see Eq. (4.2)), we find

τγγ � ε
v

c

mp

me

hν

mec2 ∼ ε0.10.6v9
hν

mec2 . (4.8)

The emitted spectrum is suppressed by at most ∼ τ−1 . In this ’worst case scenario’,
such bursts will be too faint to be observable by high energy (hν ∼ 1 GeV) gamma-ray
detectors such as Fermi.

5. Discussion
We have shown that shock breakouts in optically thick winds will necessarily be ac-

companied by high energy radiation from a collisionless shock that inevitably forms on
the time scale of the breakout outburst.

Low luminosity GRBs associated with SNe have been suggested to be the outbursts
associated with fast shocks v � 0.1c breaking out of dense optically thick winds. As we
have shown here, a significant fraction of the observed radiation, or even most of it, may
be generated by the collisionless shock that will form during the breakout.

If the slow, v/c ∼ 0.03, breakout interpretation of events such as PTF09u (Ofek et al.
2010) is correct, a significant amount of energy, E ∼ 1051 erg, is expected to be emitted
in hard X/γ-rays reaching energies hν � 50 keV, Eq. (3.4), and multi-TeV neutrinos
(see also Murase et al. 2010). X-rays at lower energies are likely to be emitted with
similar efficiency and would be easily detected by instruments like the X-ray telescope
(XRT; Burrows et al. 2005) on board Swift (Gehrels et al. 2004) or the Chandra X-ray
observatory. We note that more detailed followup analysis suggests that the hard X-ray
signal may be partly absorbed (Chevalier & Irwin 2012) or significantly delayed (Svirski
et al. 2012, contribution to this proceedings by Ehud Nakar) due to the interaction of
the radiation with the thick wind. TeV neutrinos may be detectable by experiments like
IceCube, see Eq. (4.7), provided such events are sufficiently common and a similar event
occurs at a distance d � 100 Mpc (compared to ∼ 300 Mpc for PTF09uj).
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Finally, we note that if the CSM breakout explanation of very luminous SNe (Quimby
et al. 2007) is correct, our analysis implies that these events should be accompanied by
strong high energy X-ray emission. Lack off (Miller et al. 2009), or very weak (Smith
et al. 2007), X-ray emission from some of these events challenges this interpretation.
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